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Abstract — The design-based education concept, especially in field of product design are experiencing a 
rapid change in last few years. Many learning methods have been applied, from problem-based learning 
method to competency-based learning method. Although we have studied the methods well, we often do not 
touch the fundamental issue of how a product design is planned, to be implemented and to be marketed. The 
need for a model of learning in the field of product design that can integrate the design-thinking proccess and 
planning a business model that can be easily understood is the basis of this study. Optimizing the design 
proccess by Design Thinking Method is done through 7 stages. The seven stages of design thinking are: 
Exploration, Identification, Ideation, Visualization, Construction, Evaluation and Persuasion. While learning 
the business model planning is done through Business Models Canvas (BMC) methods. There are three 
major components that build and underlying BMC , namely operational, product and consumer. The learning 
models of Design Thinking Method and Business Model Canvas that integrated is applied in Entrepreneurial 
Interior Architecture Studio 4 Subject were held at University of Ciputra. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Tradition in academic circles since the 
Bauhaus era until now has changed 
continously and design methodology as a 
science that supports the design planning 
process experience the same thing. Bruce 
Archer stated there are six steps in a 
systematic design process of design , namely : 
Programming , Data Collection , Analysis , 
Synthesis , Development and Communication. 
Sachari , A (2002 ) . Not many designers made 
a breakthrough by adopting and integrating the 
product design process with business planning 
. A Komprenhensif method required in order 
to seek an opportunities of learning that 
combines product design planning and 
business planning . The learning process 
implemented using the principles of 
instructional development that includes the 
selection of material , strategy , media , 
assessment ,and the source or learning 
materials . Furniture Design instructional 

design in this case is done with a model 
thinking Design Thinking and Business Model 
Canvas 
 
  
2. GROUND THEORY 

 Stages of design process that is 
mentioned by Amrose and Harris is a 
formulation of needs and requirements. 
Define, research , ideation , prototyping , 
select, implement and learn are seven elements 
that need to be involved in a design process. 
1.Define. Target market is the main reference 
in defining the problems and needs in the 
initial process of designing . Understanding 
and defining problem is an important stage to 
determine the targets to be achieved . By 
asking questions Who, What , Where , whern , 
Why , How , the design team can identify 
problems early from a case that needs to be 
resolved. 2. Research  is extracting the 
relevant information, for example the history 
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of the relevant design, case studies and 
conducting interviews with users. 3.Ideation. 
At this stage the goal and desire of potential 
users were identified through a process of 
brainstorming and proposing variety of ideas. 
4. Prototyping formulating ideas that have 
been submitted into a formula or a form. The 
prototypings result will be presented for user-
group and stake holder review. 5.Selection 
Viewing and reviewing of variation solutions 
delivered. Pragmatic solution might not be the 
best answer 6. Implementations sees design 
development and its final delivery to the client. 
This 7. Learning process helps designers to 
make improvements in the future. This process 
is performed to determine whether the 
delivered solution has been reached with the 
good. By interviewing the client directly or 
users of the product .The design process runs 
with this 7 stages and to achieve good results 
sometimes it need to be reviewed or improved 
on the previous stage. Theory Business Model 
Canvas ( hereinafter referred to as BMC ) is 
used to add the design theory has been applied 
previously submitted . BMC consisting of 9 
sistematics blocks are proposed by Alexander 
Osterwalde, in order that an organization is 
able to create , deliver , and capture value . 
This method has been used by large companies 
in the world such as IBM , Ericsson , Deloitte , 
Public Works and Government Services 
Canada. 1.Customers segment . Basically 
every company does not have the same 
consumer segment . To reach a consumer 
segment , then a company needs to be 
distinguishing the consumer segment . 
Consumer can be segment based on user needs 
, user behavior or other attributes . Different 
types of segments are Mass Market , Niche 
Market , Segmented , Diversification , and 
Multisided form. 2. Value Proposition . A 
product is a response to consumer needs . A 
product can be regarded as an innovative 
product if it has more value as a novelty , 
performance , obstructive , effective , design , 
brand , price , economical , minimal risk , 
functional . Quantitative value proposition : 
price - efficiency , qualitative : the overall 
customer experience and results . 3.Chanel . 
To deliver the value proposition to customers 

required channel . Channels are an important 
part of the company to reach customers . 
Channel serves to help customers to assess , 
understand the value proposition of products 
offered by the company , allows customers to 
buy products , and provide after-sales service 
to customers . 4. Customer Relationship . The 
main function in determining the relations that 
correspond to specific consumer segments . 
This type of relationship can be something 
personal or automatics services ( providing an 
easy and simple service for the customer ) . 
Various Forms of Customer Relationship 
consist of : Personal assistance , Personal 
Assistance Dedicated , Self Service , 
Automated Services , Community and Co- 
Creations. 5. Revenue Streams is the 
company's cash derived by the company from 
the customer segments. If the income is 
reduced by the cost of the company acquired 
income value . There are several ways that can 
be used to generate the revenue : Streams Sale 
Assets , Usage Fees , Subscription Fees , 
Lending / Leasing / renting , Licensing , 
Broker Fee and Advertising. 6. Key Resources. 
The most important part of a company that 
makes everything works. The source in the 
form of human, capital , and intellectual 
building. 7. Key activities . The main activities 
are the most important in carrying value of the 
company and create value propositions . A 
chain works that flows effectively and 
efficiently could be the added value of a 
company . Production Process , the discovery 
of solutions and networking activities is a key 
activity. 8. Key Partnership.In order to reduce 
the risk of doing business and make the 
company run more optimally required 
cooperation between businesses . This 
cooperation could be through joint ventures , 
strategic alliances between competitors and 
non- competitors. 9. Cost Structure. An 
important monetary part of a company that 
describes the financial consequences when the 
business model is operated . The structure of a 
business consists of cost-driven and value-
driven.   
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3. RESEARCH METHODS 

This research was conducted using qualitative 
method . General explanation will give two 
great overview of the implementation of this 
method . The first explanation is done by 
adopting the seven stages of thinking through 
design thinking in order to produce the optimal 
product design . The second exposure is done 
after getting the design of products that have 
gone through the stages of design thinking . 
Design results are expected to emerge in the 
process of design thinking in the form of 
innovative products that have value (value 
propositions ) and broad impact on user 
acceptance of products (customers ) . 
Value propositions is one segment in 9 blocks 
BMC ( Business Model Canvas ), which gives 
an idea of the value of a product. The value of 
a product can be innovated design , material 
efficiency , the price offered etc . Learnings 
scheme of integrated learning model based on 
design thinking method and business model 
canvas is illustrated in the following flowchart 
: 

 
Table 1. Integrated Model of Design Thinking 
and  Business Model canvas.  

Translation of BMC hereinafter outlines eight 
other blocks as the basis for running a business 
based product design. 
 
The output of the process of design thinking in 
the form of new product design will be the 

basis for the development of product design 
based business that has a value of innovation 
 
3.1 Seven stages of design thinking used in 
this study are : 
 
1. Exploration : This early stages is an 
activity to collect data related to the furniture 
designer whose work much given an effect on 
the development of furniture design world . 
This data is taken from literature or internet. 
 
2. Identification : This stage is an activity to 
look for any explanation of the stages of 
exploration . This information is filtered , 
classified and grouped to map the various 
findings concept of thought and the things 
special about the design work that has been 
explored before . This identification is also the 
basis for the formulation of the problems 
found. 
 
3. Ideation : This activity is generating 
creative ideas and the formulation of the 
problems that have been made in the 
identification process . The ideas are based on 
the rationality and objectivity with unlimited 
thinking. 
 
4. Visualization : Results from ideation 
applied in visual form ( 2D and 3D modeling ) 
. Visualization is useful to communicate the 
things that are hard to explain through words . 
More than that visualization is also useful to 
examine all the possibilities that exist to 
enhance the idea. 
 
5. Construction : create a visualization form a 
more real and ready to be tested as a viable 
new product to be marketed. 
 
6. Evaluation : is to get a response from the 
user or the market through prototype . This 
evaluation is also useful to correct errors that 
may appear in the visualization and 
construction phases thus enabling to find a 
better solution. 
7. Persuasion : This stage is to present a 
finished product , both to users and to those 
who have contributed to the development of 
the product. 
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Method of research done in stages based on 
design thinking can be seen in the groove / 
chart below : 
 

 
 
Table 2. Process Stages method , analysis 
and results in Design Thinking. 
 
All stages of design thinking process is to 
produce a product that has more value than 
other similar products , and of course the 
answer based on users need and brief.  
 
3.2 Nine Block of BMC ( Business Model 
Canvas) 

BMC initial step is done by analyzing the 
products that have been produced through  
Design Thinking’s process. The values of 
product became the benchmark for the 
development of this BMC models . Nine 
blocks BMC according to Osterwalder and 
Pigneur ( 2013 ) are : Customer Segment , 
Value propositions , Chanels , Customer 
Relationships , Revenue Strems , Key 
Resources , Key Activities, Key Partnerships , 
and Cost Structure 
 

 

Table 2. The Business Model Canvas 

Customer Segment: those who use the services 
/ products of companies that contribute to 
income. Value propositions : One of the 
advantages of the product are electable by the 
customer. Chanels : Tools for delivering 
product information to customers. Customer 
Relationships : build customer relationships to 
attract and keep new customers. Revenue 
Streams : flows of funds / income from sales 
activity. Key Resources : Assets crucial in 
determining the successful operation of the 
business model. Key Activities : Activities that 
determine the success of the business model. 
Key Partnerships : partnerships with partners 
who support the operational business , and 
Cost Structure : All costs incurred during the 
operational business. 
 
Business model innovation strategies 
conducted on nine blocks BMC referring to 
the block value propositions because the 
values of the resulting product excellence into 
the early strength of this business model .  
  

Development center of the business model 
begins at block value propositions namely 
Product Leadership , besides Excellent 
Operation and Customer Intimacy . The values 
of the resulting product into force in 
formulating and developing this business 
model . Here is a description of the business 
model canvas that starts from the value 
propositions or better known as strategy - 
Driven Offer. 

A n o r g a n i z a t i o n 
serves one or several 
customer segments 

C u s t o m e r 
Relat ionships are 
e s t a b l i s h e d a n d 
maintained with each 
customer Segment It seeks to solve 

customer problems 
and satisfy customer 
needs with value 
propositions 

!.by performing a 
number of key 
activities. 

Key resources are 
the assets required to 
offer and deliver the 
previously described 
elements 

Some activities are 
outsourced and some 
resources are 
acquired outside the 
enterprise. 

The business model 
elements result in the 
cost structure 

Revenue streams 
result from value 
propositions 
successfully offered 
to customers 

Value propositions 
a re de l i ve red t o 
customers through 
c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
d i s t r i b u t i o n , a n d 
sales Channels 
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Table 3. Strategy of Offer-Driven in the BMC  

4. BMC APPLICATION IN FURNITURE 
DESIGN SUBJECTS AT CIPUTRA 
UNIVERSITY. 

This course’s Brief is to create a sitting 
facilities or chair in a retail project . Design 
Thinking method and Business Model Canvas 
are involved during the learning process. 
Patterns of integration between the design and 
implementation of the business aims to train 
students to design , especially to think and act 
holistically in creating a product design based 
on business model. 
 

4.1 Design Phase   

Refering to seven stages of design thinking, 
the first step is doing Explorations and 
continued to Persuasion phase in order to 
produce innovations and its value.  
 
Exploration : Activity of this phase is to find 
and collect all the information related to the 
design of furniture design works especially 
influential in the world of design . 

 

Figure 1. Explorations Activity 

The purpose of this stage is to know , and 
learn the concepts and philosophy as well as 
observing various forms of influential works 
from influential designers. 
  
Identification : The results of this exploration 
then grouped to type , shape similarity , either 
in the form of shape , color , texture , 
construction techniques and use of material. 
This identification also aims to benchmark the 
work of the designer with the perception of his 
own imagination 
 

 

Figure 2.  Identification and Benchmarking 

Ideation : This phase is the phase of fun for 
designers because of the activities involves the 
activity of ideas without limitation in the 
visualization of images . Parts that could 
restrict the idea of ideas is a benchmark done 
in the identification phase . Various design 
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alternatives can be generated in this phase , but 
in the next phase , namely : Visualization 
there will be more and more design options for 
later selected and determined through the 
mechanism of brainstorming 
. 

 

Figure 3.  Ideation dan Visualization 

Construction or prototype is the stage after 
stage of visualization . Prototype is an 
important step to determine the response of the 
market and users to design object . In the 
process of making this prototype is no 
technical and no technical discussions between 
the designer and furniture maker . This phase 
is a critical point in making furniture , 
therefore this process happens over and over . 
 

 

Figure 4.  Prototyping and Construction. 

Evaluation and persuation is the final stage 
in a phase of design thinking . After 
construction was tested then be evaluated to 
get a broader picture both in the design , 
construction , materials , colors and even up to 
the energy efficiency and the economic or 
price . Persuasion is done after all the stages 
passed , the purpose of this activity is to 
provide confidence to be a product that has 

been made . This persuasion is also the first 
step in entering the real market test. 

 

Figure 5.  Evaluation and Persuation. 

4.2 Business Plans 

Business Planning in this case using a strategy 
Business Model Canvas Offer -driven model . 
A BMC strategy with a focus on Product 
Leadership . Prioritize value propositions , 
excellence and product innovation results of 
design thinking process that will affect eight 
other blocks . Here are the results of BMC 's 
product design furniture design learning 
outcomes for the project EINAS 4 ( 
Entrepreneurship Interior Architecture Studio ) 
University of Ciputra Surabaya . 
 

 

Table 3.  BMC product Furniture 

BMC furniture consists of nine blocks , each of which 
will affect of the business plan . The Results of nine 
blocks are: 
 
Key Partners : Material Supplier ( wood and 
finishing materials ) , Metal Workshop , Event 
Organizer for the exhibition design , Interior 
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Architecture Consultant , Professional 
Association , the Department of Trade and 
Industry , Asmindo , AMKRI , Tax 
Consultants  
 
Key Activities : Developing Research and 
Development Department , purchasing raw 
materials, Exhibitions schedule settings , 
looking for new market opportunities 
 
Key Resources : Designer, Marketing, 
Accounting, Tools, Handworker, workshop, 
showroom, materials. 
 
Value Proposition : wood furniture can be 
assembled easily without using nails or screws 
construction , light and functional. 
 
Customer Relationship : Always provide 
information to customers when there is a new 
product that will be launched, including 
participation in the exhibition schedule , 
giving a competitive price. 
 
Chanels : Furniture and Craft Exhibition at 
local, regional and international arena , the 
Association of the profession , through social 
media and through the website updated 
continuously. 
 
Customer Segments : Buyer foreign and 
domestic , specialty furniture store , consultant 
planners both architecture and interior. 
 
Cost Structure : This block describes all the 
expenses resulting from business activities . 
Costs including operating costs , the cost of R 
& D , the costs of rent workshop etc  
 
Revenue Structure : all the incoming flow of 
funds from the sales transactions that generate 
profit . 
 
4.3 Market Test 

Test the market for furniture products in the 
exhibition both domestically and abroad . The 
market test as well as evaluation and feedback 
for further design development . Moreover , by 
following the many exhibits more wide open 
opportunities for new markets  

 

Figure 6.  Exhibition 100% Design 
Singapore 

 

 

Figure 7. With Buyer in 100% Design 
Singapore 

The results of overseas exhibitions such as 100 
% Design Singapore is much appreciated by 
sharing parties such as professionals, teachers , 
entrepreneurs and other business people . In 
the end, all product design student works on 
display was bought by a businessman from 
Singapore with royaliti agreement. 
 
5. Conclusions  

Many learning methods designing products in 
various design schools just stopped until the 
prototype only. The changing times continue 
to change and will continue to look for new 
forms of learning methods holistic , 
interdisciplinary and cross- knowledge to 
produce quality products and respond to the 
desires of consumers . Methods for product 
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design thinking and planning model with 
integrated BMC provides a breakthrough for 
the real learning of product design based 
business . Integration between methods of 
design thinking and planning BMC is not 
without flaws , there are still many loopholes 
for further refinement . Business model 
innovation strategy that splits into three main 
blocks BMC innovation is quite clear that 
there are opportunities to improve learning  
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